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EDITOR’S NOTES

BEING SINGLE AND FEMALE

I

n our society, as elsewhere, there is

to be lonely and feel isolated. But to that

immense pressure on women to get

Gilbert says it is better to face yourself than

‘married’ and, if they remain single

to hang your happiness on a relationship.

(for whatever reason), they are shamed

“When I get lonely these days, I think:

and their families pitied. The truth is,

‘So be lonely, Liz. Learn your way around

patriarchy is uncomfortable with single,

loneliness. Make a map of it. Sit with it, for

successful and happy women. Even

once in your life. Welcome to the human

in educated and well-off families, the

experience. But never again use another

pressure on daughters is such that they

person’s body or emotions as a scratching

,%:)837%'6-æ')%1&-8-3273*+3-2+

4378*36=3963;292*90æ00)(=)%62-2+7@TV

abroad to study or work at the altar of

Indeed, it is better to be your own

marriage. Literally!

7%2'89%6=8,%2)<4)'883æ2(*90æ01)28%2(

In our regional languages we have
archaic phrases such as a ‘beti’ or

wholesomeness in a relationship (which we
(32T8()2=A%*);1%=æ2(J@

daughter is ‘paraya dhan’ (other’s

Our cover story is on Sally Holkar who

property), reinforcing the myth that

was married once to the irrepressible

marriage is the alpha and omega of a

Richard Holkar, Maharaja of Indore, but

girl’s life. And even the giving away of

is single now. When she got divorced, she

a daughter in a marriage ceremony is

did not go back to her home in America

called ‘kanyadaan’ as if she were a cow that needs to be

but stayed back in Maheshwar, continuing her work with

donated to someone. In fact, among Hindu rituals, one of

the poor and illiterate women there, teaching them to

8,)(%%278,%8;-00æ2(=39%59-'/4%77%+)83,)%:)2-7

work on looms. In doing so, she changed the narrative

kanyadaan (or donation of a girl in marriage). Here, I don’t

of handlooms where the weavers are mostly men, with

even want to get into the fact how, in Indian families, the

women playing a background role. She gave economic

sole purpose of a girl in the ‘paraya’ home (apart from

freedom to these women so that they were able to send

cooking and tending to family) is providing a male heir.

8,)-6',-0(6)2837',330%2(,%:)8,)&)2)æ83*,)%08,'%6)@

While this piece is not about being married vs being

Abha Narain Lambah, too, is divorced and single, but

single, generally women, divorced or single by choice, are

if there is one person who has changed the landscape of

far more interesting, upbeat and happy people. Society,

conservation, it is she.

of course, imagines doom and gloom in their lives, but

Maybe, women like Sally or Abha who don’t have the

the fact is that these women have handled life’s ups and

baggage of men and families outperformed other people

downs on their own, are economically independent and

and were able to make exceptional contributions to

'%273'-%0-7)&=8,)17)0:)7A1%/-2+8,)1'32æ()28

society. Maybe!

people. Studies, too, show that single women outperform

PS: We have had to delay the issue because of the crisis

married women, live longer and have fewer health

caused by the pandemic. The issue may be late, but carries

problems. (This is not true of single men who do better

the usual thought provoking features.

when they are in a relationship.)

Stay safe and stay connected.

That said, I feel women need to be given the choice to
marry, be single or in a same-sex relationship. I met Elizabeth
Gilbert (of Eat, Pray, Love fame) at a recent literature festival
in Jaipur. Though she was married once, was later in a lesbian
relationship and currently is in another relationship with a
man, she says that many times she has thrown caution to
the winds and set off on the wildest of adventures but has no
regrets over any of her choices.
The belief is that when you are single, you are likely
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COVER STORY

SALLY HOLKAR

THE MAHARANI OF THE
MAHESHWARI WEAVE
Sometimes we miss the forest for the trees. And it takes someone from another culture to
help us appreciate our heritage. So it is with the Texas-born Sally Holkar who married into
the royal Holkar family of Indore. As a young bride in Maheshwar, it came to her notice that
the Maheshwar weave was not only dying out but was leaving the weavers without a vocation.
Today, her efforts have led to empowered women weavers, a thriving, reinvented fabric range
with designers and patrons all over the world; one school for the local children and another
to impart training in handlooms in a professional environment. Sally, who even now travels
extensively between Maheshwar and Mumbai, shares her story with MINAL KHONA

S

ally Holkar is an American by birth. When she

great deal of searching that they even found a pandit who

was a student of political science at Stanford

was willing to perform the rituals.

University in the 1960s, America was going

Recalling her early years in India, Sally says, “Richard

through an upheaval with both the civil rights and

%2(æ2-7,)(3964378O+6%(9%8-32%2(86%:)00)(

feminist movements. And like everyone else, Sally wanted

across the world. Our daughter, Sabrina, was born

to be a part of a movement that brought about long-

in France in 1979, and our son Yeshwantrao in 1982,

lasting change. She couldn’t do it in her home country

in Mumbai. Richard was a very hands-on father; and

but, after her marriage to Richard Holkar, the son of

we spent our time between our homes in Mumbai and

the late Maharaja Yeshwant Rao Holkar of Indore, she

%,)7,;%6@VI,)'3940)-723;(-:36')(@J

;%7%&0)83*90æ0,)6()7-6)-28,)36-+-2%0'%4-8%03*2(36)
state, Maheshwar.
The Holkars are the rulers of Indore and the

Maheshwar is synonymous with the famous
Maheshwari saris. A weave native to the area, the
Maheshwari sari has been revived due to the efforts of

descendants of the legendary Maharani Ahilyabai Holkar,

the Holkar family and a host of supportive friends. Today,

who ruled her kingdom in the 17th century when she

the traditional Maheshwari sari and related textiles

was only 42 years old. Ahilyabai preferred to rule from

hand-woven in the area are patronised by designers and

Maheshwar, situated on the banks of the river Narmada,

handloom lovers the world over.

about 91km south of Indore.
Sally met Richard when they were both students at

In fact, it was Ahilyabai who is credited with
establishing and supporting the handloom-weaving

Stanford University in the US and together at a six-

community of Maheshwar. Three primary weaving

month Stanford-in-Italy programme in Florence. “He was

communities came to settle here at Ahilyabai’s behest.

a year senior to me and we gradually became close. We

Of these, the Mahru was the largest, originally from

got married in a traditional Hindu ceremony in the Holkar

Surat. The Salvis also came from Surat and Salvi women

fort palace on the banks of the Narmada. In fact, I was

provided the services of brush-sizing cotton yarn for

converted to Hinduism before our marriage as was my

the weaving community as a whole in Maheshwar.

;-7,%2(%0738,%83*,-7*%1-0=@V

The Momins (Ansaris and Julahas) are the second largest

Sally is aware of the fact that there is no conversion
ceremony in Hinduism and reveals that it was after a

2 |
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group who came via Burhanpur. They were perhaps
originally from Varanasi. From this blend of weaving

styles, the iconic Maheshwari sari was born and
became a vital part of Maheshwar’s economy for the
local community.
Taking this rich legacy forward, Sally has been able
to empower women by giving them a livelihood. Over
time, and with the help of many designers and well-

Establishing a
legacy: Sally
with a weaver
in Maheshwar

that during the princely era, the Maheshwari sari was
1%()*631496)'38832@378Oî A8,),-+,O59%0-8=6%;
1%8)6-%0;%7,%6(83æ2(@,)%&30-7,-2+3*46-:=4967)7
led to weavers not getting any help from the royals, and
other fabrics took centre stage.
The weavers appealed to her and her husband soon

wishers, innovations with the weave, its borders and

after they got married, and Sally went on to become

motifs, the Maheshwari sari has been reinvented to a

the co-founder of the REHWA Society in 1979 along

modern version where it can be as pure as the original or,

with Richard. Rehwa is the Sanskrit name of the River

alternatively, a new and inventive blend of yarns – khadi,

Narmada. The NGO received a lot of support, beginning

cotton and silk.

with Leela Mulgaonkar, Chairperson of the Central Social

Weaves in Maheshwar have successfully moved away

Welfare Board, sanctioning a grant of Rs 79,000. John

from the traditional colours of saffron and emerald or

Bissell, the founder of Fab India, was also a big player in

deep pink and magenta. Going beyond the sari,

helping the Holkars popularise the saris and creating a

Maheshwari hand-woven fabrics are now available in

sustainable market for them.

protean avatars – stoles, dupattas, yardage, shawls and
scarves, and the eternal sari of course.
Speaking at an event, Sally revealed that along

She recalls, “My interest in the weave came about
;,)2;%7)<4)'8-2+1=æ678',-0(A%&6-2%@,)7%6-7
used to be woven as nine yard saris and the cotton of

with weavers at both REHWA and WomenWeave

%,)7,;%6;%759-8)*%1397@0)%628-2(-%2(%*8)6

(organisations founded by her), the fabrics and saris have

she was born, I would tie Sabrina in a pouch around my

been contemporised. Bringing in subtler hues, today’s

body and go talk to the women. I never considered it to be

weavers incorporate yarns of silk, wool and tussar silk to

',%00)2+-2+C-2*%'8A*392(-859-8))26-',-2+@,)6);%7

create a new cocktail of fabric blends.

an inborn prejudice there about women going out of the

8;%759-8)7)6)2(-4-83978,%8%00=(-7'3:)6)(8,%8

house to work. There was resistance but we convinced

the weaves were dying out. Sally was nothing if not

them to come out and work. It was rural India at that

thorough in her work. She did her research and found

time, and these women got a safe umbrella, where they
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And like everyone else, Say wa ed to be a
pt of a moveme that oug abo long-lаting
change. e couldn't do  in her home cou ry b,
AFTER HER MARRIAGE TO RICHARD HOLKAR, THE SON OF THE LATE MAHARAJA
YESHWANT RAO HOLKAR OF INDORE, SHE WAS ABLE TO FULFIL HER DESIRE IN THE
ORIGINAL CAPITAL OF INDORE STATE, MAHESHWAR

could get out of their homes and have a space to work,
meet and support each other in a neutral zone. Yet, in
the early days, it was sad to see that when they got paid
every Monday evening, some of their husbands would
come to the centre, grab their money, and beat them up.
Being able to earn an income slowly emancipated these
;31)2%2(8,)=A-28962A)(9'%8)(8,)-6',-0(6)2@V31)
of the men, however, were glad to get out of the weaving
profession while, on the other hand, the women were
happy to take it up as it was much better than other
labour-intensive daily wage jobs.
What is remarkable is that many of these women
knew nothing about weaving. Getting them trained under
master weavers and keeping their interest in the art
was a challenge, she reminisces. From being subjected
to social evils like child marriage and domestic abuse,
8,)7);31)2,%:)'31)%032+;%=%2(%6)æ2%2'-%00=
independent today.
Sally didn’t just revive the fabric with her efforts. She
initiated change on a social level. She asked women
even from non-weaving communities to work with her,
teaching them to spin khadi. “We purchased semiautomatic looms called Amba charkhas from a place
near Ahmedabad in Gujarat and trained these women. I
founded the WomenWeave Charitable Trust in 2003 for
the purpose of spinning and weaving khadi products. We
trained weavers from various places like Chanderi, Kota
%2( ,9.A&)7-()7%,)7,;%6@V%00=T7()(-'%8-32,%(
far-reaching impact. “There were people from the rural
areas near Maheshwar, who were extremely poor. They
were weavers who lived in remote areas and had lost their
market due to synthetic fabrics dominating the market.
Through WomenWeave we helped them weave scarves.
They now have orders, are earning well and are sending
8,)-6',-0(6)2837',330@V
Today, Sally’s son, Yeshwant, runs REHWA Society.

Changing lives,
empowering
women: Sally
with her
community
of women
weavers

with local fabric and, today, REHWA uses silk and cotton
from all over the country. At WomenWeave, we weave
khadi – with the Amba charkha.
“We launched the Gudi Mudi Khadi Project in 2007.
Gudi Mudi means ‘scrunched’ in the local dialect of

Sally says, “When we set up REHWA Society, we got our

%,)7,;%6A6)ç)'8-2+8,)033/3*8,)463(9'88,)=74-2A

friends to sponsor looms – each loom cost only

weave and market now. To date, the Gudi Mudi project

Rs 2,500; and many of them came forward to sponsor

has trained more than 300 women in weaving, spinning

one loom or more. We started with weaving only saris

%2(%2'-00%6=%'8-:-8-)7@V
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om Maﬀ Ali using WomenWeave and Rehwa
faics f the film Uao Jn to designer
Sabyаachi Mukherj eating gme s wh these faics,

MAHESHWAR’S TEXTILE REVIVAL HAS FOUND MANY PATRONS AND
BOTH REHWA AND WOMENWEAVE HAVE SUCCESSFULLY TAKEN MAHESHWARI WEAVES
TO THE REST OF THE WORLD
;31)23*%,)7,;%683'6)%8)92-59)A'328)1436%6=
khadi textiles for fashion products and home furnishings.
The yarns are spun on Amba charkha and then handwoven. Where possible, we also use natural dyes and local
methods of water conservation and reuse. The objective
of this linkage is to ensure sustainable income and better
lives for the weavers in the area in spinning and hand;)%:-2+3*8,)03'%0'38832@V
That one step Sally took to revive the weave has had
huge implications, besides having changed hundreds of
lives for the better. The children of these weavers go to
the Ahilyadevi Holkar School funded by a gift from Sally’s
paternal grandmother.
While grants have helped the Trust, production and sales
today cover all the expenses and research activities. There
is so much demand in fact that weavers from other regions
have even migrated to Maheswar, Sally reveals. “Women
from non-traditional weaving families have also taken up the
profession as for them, there is no fatigue that comes with
(3-2+8,)7%1)8,-2+*36+)2)6%8-327AV7,)7%=7@
From Muzaffar Ali using WomenWeave and REHWA
*%&6-'7*368,)æ01Umrao Jaan to designer Sabyasachi
Mukherjee creating garments with these fabrics,
Maheshwar’s textile revival has found many patrons and
both REHWA and WomenWeave have successfully taken
Maheshwari weaves to the rest of the world.
The WomenWeave Trust has also set up The
Handloom School, a professionally run enterprise
to train future weavers. It is an initiative inspired by
WomenWeave’s belief that young weavers can become
empowered custodians of the resources and processes
In the selection of women for the Gudi Mudi project,

of handloom in the contemporary marketplace. It has

WomenWeave has favoured divorced, widowed,

&))274)'-æ'%00=()7-+2)(83-()28-*=%2(296896)8,)

separated, handicapped women, and agricultural

talent of young weavers from across India. The Handloom

labourers with no family income. The project aims to

School offers a signature programme that provides both

empower the most vulnerable and deprived women of

traditional and cutting-edge training to young handloom

the area.

artisans, giving them the tools to optimise market

She says, “Through the Gudi Mudi Khadi Project,
WomenWeave links organic and non-organic cotton
farmers of Central India with formerly unemployed local

34436892-8-)7%2()%62%136))59-8%&0)0-:)0-,33(@
While Sally is gracious and modest in accepting credit
for initiating a change that has had widespread impact,
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At the looms: Supervising the weaving of the Maheshwari fabric

A room at the Holkar Fort, facing the river Narmada

“When we s up
Rehwa Sociy, we
g o iends to
spo l –
each lm co only
Rs2,500; and many of
them came fwd
to spo one
lm  me.
WE STARTED WITH WEAVING
ONLY SARIS WITH LOCAL FABRIC
AND, TODAY, REHWA USES SILK
AND COTTON FROM ALL OVER THE
COUNTRY. AT WOMENWEAVE, WE
WEAVE KHADI – WITH THE
AMBA CHARKHA”

she also attributes her success to the support of her inlaws. “My late father-in-law was a very Westernised and
cosmopolitan person. The Holkars are a tight-knit, loving
*%1-0=A73;),%(23(-*æ'908=-26)%',-2+39883(3;,%8
;),%:)(32)@V
Sally also believes that the revival the fabric has seen
-7&)'%97)3*8,)æ678%,%6%2-T7&0)77-2+7@U-7836=A&38,
oral and written, credits Ahilyabai with establishing and
supporting Maheshwar’s now famous handloom-weaving
community. And all of us revere her, each in his or her
3;2;%=@V
Looking back on her journey, she says, “I am privileged
to have been part of this revival since its inception. And I
can look back on such joys as new looms, a proper school
*36%,)7,;%6T7;)%:)6',-0(6)2A%æ2),397-2+'3032=A%
+63;-2+%2('32æ()28;)%:)6'31192-8=%2(;360(;-()
1%6/)87*36-878)<8-0)7@V
And Sally is still going strong, with more plans to
widen the reach of the training programmes across other
places in the country. Sally has dedicated her energies to
&6-2+-2+830-*)8,)0)+%'=3*%0)+)2(%6=59))2*631*396
centuries ago.
Getting it right: Sally teaching a weaver
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All we can say is the crown sits well on Sally’s head!

C O N S E R VAT I O N C R U S A D E R

WHEN HERITAGE EXCITES YOU

ABHA NARAIN LAMBAH

‘Even at 80, I’ll be working with mud, plaster and lime,’ says Abha Narain Lambah, one of India’s
foremost conservation architects who has helped restore palaces, heritage streets, stepwells,
historic homes and monuments that include Chowmahalla Palace, the neglected mansions of
Shekhawati and the homes of the Nehrus and Birlas, among others. She says heritage structures
should not be seen as a liability but part of a memory of a community, and even a source for
income generation. Rajasthan, for example, has used its heritage marvellously to draw tourists,
much as Europe has done, she says in an exclusive interview with MALLIK THATIPALLI

I

n the last 25 years, every major conservation project

says resulted in her thinking that “her canvas was the

in India carries the imprint of Abha Narain Lambah.

;,30)3*2(-%V@

From the Ajanta Caves in Aurangabad, the 15th-century

With parents from different states (her father was

Maitreya Temple Basgo in Ladakh and Chowmahalla

from Uttarakhand and mother from Kashmir) she grew

Palace in Hyderabad; to Bikaner House in New Delhi.

up in a multi-lingual home, resulting in a pan-Indian

The neglected Marwari mansions of Shekhawati and the

outlook. Abha grew up in her grandfather’s beautiful

stately erstwhile homes of the Birlas and Nehrus – as

ancient timber-framed house in Kashmir and remembers

well as 19th century heritage treasures in Mumbai such

taking a boat down the Jhelum to look at the palaces of

as Bombay High Court and Royal Opera House – she

the Dogra rulers.

has helped conserve palaces, heritage streets, stepwells,

When the family moved to Delhi she spent time

historic homes and monuments.

exploring the old monuments in and around Mehrauli.

The 49-year-old conservation architect has worked on

“These trips awakened a curiosity about architecture and

heritage structures in almost all the states of the country,

30(&9-0(-2+7AV7,)6)'%007@U-+,8%'6377)0,-=39,%:)%

barring the North-East, and her diligent approach to

wide range of monuments of the Islamic sultanate period

conservation has resulted in her being feted with the
Sanskriti Award, Eisenhower Fellowship, the Attingham
6978%2(8,) ,%60)7!%00%')*)003;7,-4@)6æ61,%7
;32)-+,82)7'3 7-%%'-æ'

Abha Narain
at the Rajon
ki Baoli,
Mehrauli

-- tombs, forts and baolis (stepwells), which my sister
%2(74)288-1))<4036-2+@V,)908%2%8)%6',-8)'896)A
with its towering domes and inspiring arches, has stayed
with her, and she went on

Awards for conservation

to do her thesis on them

projects (the largest number

for both her bachelor’s and

won globally).

master’s degrees, as well as

Her father, Bhupathi

write for Marg magazine on

Narain, was with the Indian

the architecture of the Islamic

Revenue Service while her

Sultanate.

mother, Kiran Kohli Narain,

,);%7%073-2ç9)2')(&=

is the author of the book,

the work of architect Joseph

Kashmir: Loss of Innocence.

Allen Stein, an American

)6*%8,)6T7*6)59)28

architect, whose buildings,

transfers ensured that a

(the India International

young Abha, born in Kolkata,

Centre and the Ford

moved around to Jammu,

Foundation), were near Lodhi

Amritsar, Chandigarh and

%6()27%2(*6)59)28)(&=

Delhi as a child which she

her. She confesses, “What

NAARI
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“Conservation is not glamorous at all – it is
filled with sweat, work with dust, mud and
stone. People think it’s glamorous maybe
because Deepika Padukone did one movie
in which she was an architect. It is tough but
gives a great sense of satisfaction”

Interiors of the Chowmahalla Palace, Hyderabad

Restored facade of Keneseth Eliyahoo Synagogue in Mumbai

inspired me to become an architect was the design of his

'327-()6)(8336)')28&988,)2-8792-59)7=28,)7-7%2(

buildings. Both these buildings are very contemporary

78=0))2796)(8,%8-8+%-2)(8,),)6-8%+)8%+@V

yet very respectful of the environment they are set in. I

Art Deco came to India through the Mumbai of the

wanted to design like him, in which the philosophy of new

1930s and is seen as a precursor to Indian modernism,

&9-0(-2+7&0)2(7-2;-8,8,)30(@V

even before Le Corbusier designed Chandigarh. Lambah

Armed with a master’s degree in architectural

says, “The age of a building should not be the only

conservation from the Delhi School of Planning and

criterion for conservation. Factors like the ethos and

Architecture, New Delhi, she was keen on working with

ideas it represents are relevant too. Art Deco heralded

Stein, and ended up as the last architect who worked with

8,)'327869'8-323*ç%87-278)%(3*&92+%03;7%2(',%;07

him before he wound up his practice.

which were prevalent. The art deco cinema halls (like

291&%-A7,);%7;36/-2+3232)3*,)6æ678

)+%0%2(637J;)6)0%2(1%6/7@14368%280=A8,)æ678

projects (improving the streetscape of Dadabhai Naoroji

+)2)6%8-323*59%0-æ)(2(-%2%6',-8)'87;36/)(%2(

Road) when she realised that she wanted to spend her

designed these buildings in Matunga and Marine Drive

0-*);36/-2+%88,)+6%77O633870):)0@Uæ610=&)0-):)8,%8

;,-',7-+2-æ)78,)%(:)283*2(-%213()62-71@V

as a nation, for too long we have focused on individual

Calling herself a foot soldier of conservation, the

monuments. There needs to be a much wider approach

%6',-8)'8,%71%2%+)(83%0-+2,)6-8%+)%7%2)59%0

to conservation. It should include the setting of the

partner with development, which has been one of her

monument, the whole neighbourhood and precincts, and

USPs. She realigned the route of the Jaipur Metro so

even the streets which may not have ‘monumental’ value

that ancient stepwells were undisturbed, restored the

&98%((838,)-1%+)3*8,)'-8=@V

Royal Opera House in Mumbai, declared unsafe by the

Mumbai, the city of dreams which the architect calls

municipality and shut for 20 years, and painstakingly

her karmabhoomi, is where she has left an indelible

&639+,8&%'/830-*)8,)336-7,13759)-2%4968,%0%

-146)77-32@278691)28%0-246)7)6:-2+8,)'-8=T792-59)

while working on its sloping roofs and recharging its water

art deco landmarks, she recalls her journey of 10 long

system. In the process she has showcased how heritage

years in getting Unesco’s world heritage status for the

structures can co-exist with modern-day development.

same. “It took time to convince the central government’s

A believer in conservation being both top down and

advisory committee to recommend Art Deco buildings!

grass roots up, she includes local citizen groups as well

In a country with a building history of 2,500 years, it was

as governments as stakeholders in her projects. She cites

8 |
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the example of her work in Crawford Market in Mumbai
when she dealt with more than 1,000 vendors and
ensured that no one was displaced during the restoration
of the market.
Abha stresses the importance of treating heritage as
an asset and not a liability. “The minute we start valuing
heritage as an asset we can capitalise on it. Look at how
Europe has done it, these are not just old structures but
%'8-:)7396')73*.3&7%2(6):)29)7@V
The monetary value of heritage structures can be
used as a force multiplier in creating value. The softspoken architect points to the example of Rajasthan and
how it has made its heritage its calling card for economic
prosperity. “At a time when unemployment is an issue,
India needs to use its rich historical resources as a major
economic driver. Jharkhand and the Northeast have
some great sites, as do most other states. The answer to
development is not just heavy industry. There is so much
else that can be good for ecology, help local communities
%2(,)046)8%-2396'90896%0,)6-8%+)@V
Conserving heritage structures is no easy task.
Facing the challenges of terrain, logistics, weather and
bureaucracy can be daunting. Abha recalls working
on the fragile centuries-old mud building, the 15thcentury Maitreya Buddha temple in Ladakh, in sub-zero
temperatures minus amenities like toilets, running water
or electricity.
59%00=',%00)2+-2+;%7;36/-2+-28,)69-273*%14-
in 46 degrees heat which shows that the profession can
&)%74,=7-'%00=(6%-2-2+%7-8-7'6)%8-:)0=*90æ00-2+@,)
admits with a laugh, “Conservation is not glamorous at
%00Q-8-7æ00)(;-8,7;)%8A;36/;-8,(978A19(%2(7832)A
People think it’s glamorous maybe because Deepika
Padukone did one movie (Love Aaj Kal) in which she was a
conservation architect. It is tough but gives a great sense
3*7%8-7*%'8-32@V
The challenges in conservation are many and

“To work on places like Bodh Gaya, Amber
Fort or Ajanta and Ellora and to have access
to safeguard them for the future is nothing
short of a blessing”
she has conserved. Famous for taking only a 20-day

varied. While some buildings are riddled with structural

maternity break, she smiles as she recalls one of

challenges, there is a lack of awareness among policy-

her major projects after becoming a mother – the

1%/)67*3638,)67%7;)00%7æ2%2'-%0'32786%-287@2)3*

Chowmahalla Palace in Hyderabad.

Abha’s projects, the Keneseth Eliyahoo Synagogue, took

“It was not just the fact that I was working on the most

îí=)%6783æ2(%7432736*368,)6)7836%8-32%71%2=

1%+2-æ')283*4%0%')7&988,%81=(%9+,8)6 1&-/%

were wary of working with religious institutions.

literally grew up in those six years. She used to play with

Abha says that issues change from one project to

8,)1%22)59-27%2(7-8328,)%28-59)783307@!,-0)

another. Being important structures, everybody has an

carriages were being restored, she used to pretend that

opinion, thus increasing the number of stakeholders.

they are Cinderella’s carriages and meeting Princess Esra

“We worked on the Byculla railway station, which is

(belonging to the Asaf Jah dynasty of Hyderabad) really

2(-%T730()786%-0;%=78%8-32A%1-(78,9+)86%*æ'@#39

1%(),)6&)0-):)8,%87,);%70-:-2+-2%*%-6=8%0)@V,)

don’t have the luxury of shutting down public spaces and

adds with a note of nostalgia, “Imagine having your child

-8'%2&)',%00)2+-2+@V

babysat by Mapu (Martand Singh, conservationist who

The architect has climbed bamboo scaffolding in
saris and raised her young daughter on many premises

revived Indian textiles)) while I used to check on the roof!
8;%7%7966)%0)<4)6-)2')@V
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“There needs to be a much wider approach
to conservation. It should include the setting
of the monument, the whole neighbourhood
and precincts, and even the streets which may
not have ‘monumental’ value but add to the
image of the city”

Royal Opera House

Abha is a vocal proponent of using heritage buildings

Keneseth Eliyahoo Synagogue

does take away from one’s memory. Therefore, historical

as functional places. “There is no guarantee that when

buildings and streets are a part of public memory and

you pull down a building you will get a better building.

%**)'8)%',32)3*97@V

Historical buildings very often help to ensure that at

Conservation in India, even in its limited sphere, has

very low cost one gets to retain a very beautiful building.

been the preserve of men. “Women constitute half the

Recycling buildings should be as mainstream as recycling

world’s population and we are not marginal and are not

paper or water, even more as they involve an even

to be marginalised. If you are good at your work, being a

+6))2)6-14%'8@V

woman doesn’t push you back. Neither should it give you

In the two decades since she started work,
conservation has changed for the better, with improved

74)'-%0%(:%28%+)2367,390(-8&)%'32786%-28AV7,)7%=7@
For someone who has worked on over 100

*92(-2+A8)',2-59)7%2(%;%6)2)77@ &,%7%=78,%8

conservation projects spread across different styles,

the biggest misapprehensions has been the belief

periods and geographies, the architect looks back at her

that conservation is an elitist concept. “When we

stellar career with gratitude. “To work in places like Bodh

were working on the Bandra station or at the synagogue

Gaya, Amber Fort or Ajanta and Ellora and to have access

at Kala Ghoda (art district), ordinary Mumbaikars

to safeguard them for the future is nothing short of a

walking on the street tapped me and shared in Hindi,

&0)77-2+@V

Marathi and English that it was looking lovely. Heritage is

Currently, she is excited to have a long-standing

one of the few concepts that inculcates such a sense

dream come true. She is returning to Kashmir to work on

3*&)032+-2+@V

the Shalimar Gardens. On her wish list is working in the

One of the biggest achievements of Abha’s glittering
career is to make people understand that streetscapes

ancient cradle of human civilisation, Banaras.
As she looks forward to imprinting her invisible

are as important as monuments. “In every city, its

signature on history and heritage, she says, “I am still

streetscapes are its public wealth as when one walks

optimistic and idealistic, these are the twin pillars which

*6313*æ')83,31)367',330A-8-78,),-7836-'%0&9-0(-2+7

)2%&0)8,%8):)6=2);463.)'8)<'-8)71)%71=æ678

and streets that become a part of one’s memory, be it

project. At any age, if your work doesn’t excite you, then

Hyderabad, Chennai or Kolkata. If they are restored, it

it will not interest you. Even at the age of 80, I’m sure I will

affects one positively. If one’s old school is demolished, it

&);36/-2+;-8,19(A40%78)6%2(0-1)FV
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O U T O F T H E B OX

GARIMA ARORA
A MICHELIN STAR CHEF!
Garima Arora is today a legend in cooking. Her restaurant Gaa, that uses simple and local
ingredients cooked in interesting combinations, is so popular that it takes months to get a
table here. She was in Hyderabad recently for her initiative Food Forward India which aims
WRKLJKOLJKWUHJLRQDOFXLVLQHVWKDWDUHLJQRUHGEHFDXVHWKH\FDQQRWEHSUHVHQWHGLQDÀYHVWDU
setting. Not surprisingly this well-known chef was swept away by the explosion of tastes of food
in and around the city. She rates Hyderabad’s kharis (puff pastries) over French croissants! She
speaks with MALLIK THATIPALLI at Culinary Lounge that helped bring her to Telangana

T

,)æ6782(-%2*)1%0)',)*83)%62%-',)0-2
star, Garima Arora’s initiation into cooking
was at her family’s kitchen in Mumbai when
her father, Anil Arora, used to whip up risottos,

French pastries and handmade pastas in the early ’90s.
“He travelled across the world and would come back with
8,)7)-()%7%2(-274-6%8-327Aç%:3967%2(-2+6)(-)287%2(
'33/;-8,8,)1%8,31)@8;%7%:)6=4-'896)759)7)88-2+
– I would watch him cook and he would ask me to taste
,-7'6)%8-327@V
Though cooking was an early interest, she enrolled at
Jai Hind College where she graduated with a degree in
%77)(-%@%6-1%8,)2;36/)(&6-)ç=%7%.3962%0-78
(covering the pharma sector at Indian Express) before
returning to her culinary roots. She left Mumbai in 2008
for Paris to study at Le Cordon Bleu and has not looked
back since.
In the last decade, Garima has worked alongside many
world-renowned chefs such as Gordon Ramsay, René
Redzepi and Gaggan Anand. She moved to Bangkok at
the end of 2016 and then opened Gaa in 2017.
2ìíî A%6-1%&)'%1)8,)æ6782(-%2*)1%0)',)*83
earn a Michelin star at the age of 32. The following year
she was voted Asia’s Best Female Chef 2019 by Asia’s
50 Best Restaurants. In March 2019, Restaurant Gaa
made its debut on the Asia’s 50 Best Restaurants list at
No. 16 with the Highest New Entry Award and, shortly
after, claimed its place at No. 95 on the World’s 50 Best
Restaurants list.
When asked about her initial foray into journalism,
Garima says that she gravitated towards that as she
found it intellectually stimulating but, even during that
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brief spell, food was always on her mind. “I used to travel
to eat and come back and cook for my friends. Even
during my career as a journalist, my interest in food grew
and grew. Somewhere, I realised that food had overtaken

For the love
of food!
Garima in a
chef’s kitchen
in Hyderabad

Starting and running Gaa was a very reactionary
process, Garima reveals. “Running a restaurant doesn’t
give you any time to think as you are always reacting to
situations. There is hardly any time for hindsight or to

my love for journalism and that’s when I started giving it

think [things] through. I’m glad it is so or else I wouldn’t

1=%00AV7,)6)'%007@

,%:)34)2)(%6)78%96%28@V

In the years after graduation from Le Cordon Bleu,

The philosophy behind Gaa is to highlight Indian

%6-1%7)839832%59)783*(-7'3:)6=@2)3*,)6

8)',2-59)7&988378%=869)83-8703'%8-32@%6-1%

great learning experiences was at Noma, the two-star

says that geography is a key aspect of her work. “It is

Michelin restaurant run by Chef Redzepi in Copenhagen,

-14368%288,%8%6)78%96%286)ç)'88,)'90896)%2()8,37

Denmark. Opened in 2003, the restaurant is known for its

of the place it is set in. If I were to do Gaa in India, say

reinvention and interpretation of Nordic cuisine.

Mumbai and Hyderabad, they would be different from

Often ranked as one of the world’s best restaurants,
Garima says that it shaped her, not only as a cook but
also as a person. “To me the best restaurant in the world

each other. My work is very local. The ingredients and
ç%:3967;390((-**)6()4)2(-2+32;,-',40%')-8-77)8-2@V
%%1%66-)77-140)-2+6)(-)287;-8,03'%08)',2-59)7

-731%%2(8,)&)78',)*-7)2)(>)4-AV7,)78%8)7

with great results. It offers different course meals for its

and adds, “It’s not just a restaurant but a school of

guests using ingredients like unripe jackfruit, pumpkin,

thought. It’s an entire ecosystem they have built around

'6%=æ7,%2(+9%:%@2*%'8A.%'/*69-8I;,-',7,)',%2')(

an ideology which is to take pride in who you are and

upon in a jungle market in Thailand) has sort of become

where you come from and what’s around you. That’s a

synonymous with the restaurant as Garima presented it

4,-03734,==39'%2%440=83%00%74)'873*=3960-*)@V

-2,)63;292-59);%=@

Noma uses 100 per cent Nordic ingredients and

The themes of the food vary from street food fare

creates magic with a limited vocabulary of ingredients

83%æ7,)61%2T7746)%(-274-6)(&=8,)30-'31192-8=

%2(ç%:3967@332%*8)6A%6-1%13:)(83 %2+/3/%2(

of Mumbai, transforming traditional Thai dishes like

worked with Gaggan Anand before laying the foundation

Khanom-la into a savoury sandwich or serving exciting

stone for her restaurant Gaa. She says that she “didn’t

fusion treats like a wild betel leaf chocolate and

6)%0-7),3;*%78-8,%44)2)(V%2(8,%8U-8;%7%032+O

a chilli-infused laddu. Experimentation is the name of

78%2(-2+(6)%1837,3;'%7),)63;27/-00V@

the game at Gaa.
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“In Thailand they do not eat a ripe jackfruit and in India
;)(3238)%8%2926-4)32)AV%6-1%)<40%-27AU,)=
cannot take the smell and they wouldn’t understand why
one would want to eat a ripe one. For me, to be one of the
few Michelin restaurants in the world to do a vegetarian
main course based on jackfruit was drawing on our
K2(-%2L6)0%8-327,-4;-8,:)+)8%&0)7@V
%%)74397)7%4,-03734,=;,-',-792-59)@!,-0)1378
restaurants would prefer to serve an Omakase style (the
Japanese tradition) of serving 14 courses, Gaa doesn’t do
it simply because Indians don’t eat in such a manner.
Garima adds, “Every time you come across something
new you want to work with it, do something novel to it

“In India, we don’t do courses, we feast.
We get our hands dirty and dig in, which is
what we do at Gaa. Our menu is five different
feasts, and each contains dishes which inspire
us at that moment. To condense Indian
cuisine in one menu or ten dishes is impossible.
This format of feasts gives us freedom
to experiment”

and make it your own, which is what we do. In India, we

How evolutionary is that? It blends history, culture and

don’t do courses, we feast. We get our hands dirty and dig

86%(-8-32%2(-78,)1378&)%98-*908,-2+):)67%;FV

-2A;,-',-7;,%8;)(3%8%%@961)29-7æ:)(-**)6)28

In Hyderabad, she is effusive in her praise for local

feasts, and each contains dishes which inspire us at that

bakeries with their Osmania biscuits, pastries and khari

moment. To condense Indian cuisine in one menu or

(better than any croissants in France she opines) which

ten dishes is impossible. This format of feasts gives us

she says are the foods that should be highlighted to show

*6))(3183)<4)6-1)28@V

that India is more than ‘curry’ and ‘naan’.

Focusing on simple ingredients and serving them in

After a decade of working in some of the best

92-59)'31&-2%8-3276)1%-278,)74)'-%0-8=3*%%@,)

restaurants, Garima is impressed by the simplest of

award-winning chef admits it when she says, “The USP

8)',2-59)7@-/);,)27,)7%;1%0%-I'6)%1J&)-2+

is in our combinations. We work with a basic of three or

manipulated to work with the heat of spices in multiple

æ:)-2+6)(-)287%2(;)4%-68,)7)-2(-**)6)28;%=7@,-7

;%=7%8%26%2-'%*-2=()6%&%(36;,)27,)7%;59-2')

is something I instinctively take from Indian cooking, the

used to season food instead of lime in Noma. “The idea of

way we measure our spices and there is no recipe for any

97-2+%*69-883ç%:396+%:)1)+337)&9147@,%80):)03*

7%&>-K:)+)8%&0)L36(%0@%-6-2+3*ç%:3967-7&9-08-283

8,39+,8*902)77-7;,%8;%28834634%+%8)AV7,)7%=7@

Indian DNA. To use that and make something modern
%2(6)0):%28-7;,%8%%-7@V
Garima is also the founder of Food Forward India,

While kitchens in Indian households are dominated
and designated as a woman’s space, not many have
broken into the professional chef space. That’s because

a nomadic initiative rediscovering the narrative on

of the long hours and the fact that being a chef doesn’t

Indian food. Food Forward India seeks to bring out the

allow room for family, asserts Garima before adding,

92-59)2)773*6)+-32%0'9-7-2)7%2(%6-1%6)')280=;)28

“There is no big conspiracy here. In my 12 years, never

to the hinterlands of Telangana apart from Hyderabad

;%732')86)%8)((-**)6)280=*36&)-2+%;31%2@V

neighbourhoods like Barkas (famous for its Arabic food)
as well as home chefs in the city.
With Food Forward India, the focus is to start a

Why is food intricately connected to culture and
memories? “Because it is a primary indication of the
):3098-323*4)340)AV7,)%27;)67%2(8,39+,8*900=%((7A

dialogue on foods and ingredients that have been

“For me a culture that enjoys food will enjoy art, music,

7,922)(*36238&)-2+46)7)28%&0)-2%æ:)O78%67)8O

dance and life. Our love for food is a testament as to how

up. Traversing the villages of Telangana, Garima’s big

):30:)(396'90896)-7@V

discovery was toddy, which she says is not only delicious

Currently, she juggles crazy schedules along with

&98%8)78%1)28838,)1%2=-2(-+)23978)',2-59)7

marriage to Rahul (he ‘gets’ me she gushes), a pilot

tucked away in the folds of India’s rich diversity.

whom she was seeing for a decade and has been married

“The joie de vivre of the people in Peddamaduru

to for two years. Stating that she has not yet started

village, their pride in their toddy and its history was

on her journey, on a rare day off she enjoys digging

remarkable. There is a culture of drinking toddy, it’s not

dosas and nachos and dropping in at the Madras

.978%&398+)88-2+(692/AV7,)7,%6)7%2(%((7;-8,%

Café in Mumbai.

sparkle in her eye, “Did you know that one [the receiver]

She signs off saying, “Cooking isn’t my job, it’s what I

sits lower than the person who is serving? The idea

was meant to do. I wouldn’t be able to stay away from my

is that the person who serves you is always greater.

,97&%2(%2(4%6)287*36%2=8,-2+)07)@V
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COLLECTIONS

THE FORGOTTEN SCHOOL OF
COMPANY PAINTINGS
A neglected and little known school of paintings is the Company School, paintings
FRPPLVVLRQHGE\(DVW,QGLD&RPSDQ\RIÀFLDOVQHZO\DUULYHGDQGZRQGHUVWUXFNE\HYHU\WKLQJ
WKDWWKH\VDZLQ,QGLD7KH\UHFRUGHGWKHÁRUDDQGIDXQDWKHSHRSOHRI,QGLDDQGLWVKHULWDJH
but post the 1857 Mutiny, these literally polaroid accounts of people and their heritage were
neglected. A few years ago, historian and writer William Dalrymple began putting them
together, and 110 of these works are now on display at the Wallace Collection, London,
in a show titled Forgotten Masters: Indian Painting for the East India Company.
They will be on display until April this year. MALLIK THATIPALLI speaks
to Dalrymple to put together a narrative
PHOTOS COURTESY: THE WALLACE COLLECTION

T

,)%14%2-5%0%1368,)S 314%2=7',330T3*

represent one of the great and forgotten

painting refers to the art works created for the

moments of Indian art during a period of cultural

3*æ'-%073*%782(-% 314%2=-28,)0%8)î 8,

%2(î 8,')2896-)7@3'91)28-2+8,)ç36%A*%92%A

exchange between the artists and their East
India Company patrons.

heritage and people of the Indian subcontinent,
it consists of a wide-ranging repository of art

THE COLLECTION

'311-77-32)(&= 6-8-7,3*æ'-%07-22(-%@

Dalrymple, who has been writing and collecting

A new show at the Wallace Collection in London,

published his piece on the Company school of

Company curated by historian William Dalrymple

painting in 1995. He curated a show on late Mughal

showcases the extraordinary oeuvre of Indian artists

art in New York in 2013 which had a few art works

*368,)æ6788-1)):)6@,)'300)'8-323*îîí4%-28-2+7

*6318,)'966)28'300)'8-32A&988,-7-78,)æ678

is astounding in its scope as it throws light on

showing of this collection in its entirety which has

hitherto little known artists of the time.

been loaned by private collections and institutions

The exhibition highlights the conversation
between traditional Indian, Islamic and Western

from the UK and US.
The exhibition will explore the four main centres

schools and features works from Mughal, Marathi,

of what has traditionally been described as

Punjabi, Pahari, Tamil and Telugu artists. They were

‘Company School’ painting: Calcutta and Lucknow,

commissioned by a cross-section of East India

where provincial Mughal painters from Murshidabad,

314%2=3*æ'-%07A6%2+-2+*631&38%2-787%2(

Patna and Faizabad were employed; Madras

surgeons through to members of the East India

and Tanjore, where artists from the South Indian

Company civil service, diplomats, governors and

traditions received patronage; and Delhi, where

judges, and their wives, as well as more itinerant

14)6-%09+,%0%68-787'6)%8)(731)3*8,)æ2)78

British artists and intellectuals passing through India

works of this period.

for pleasure and business.
What they all had in common was a scholarly

14 |

material about these artworks for 25 years,

Forgotten Masters: Indian Painting for the East India

Dalrymple says that most museums shied
away from displaying these art works due to

interest in, and enthusiasm for, India’s rich culture,

‘post-colonial angst’ and the fact that they were

history and ecological biodiversity. Their paintings

associated with the heyday of ‘British imperialism’,
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Vishnupersaud
Arum tortuosum.
The Board of
Trustees of the
Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew
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Family of Ghulam Ali Khan: Six Recruits. Freer Gallery of Art
and Arthur M Sackler Gallery [Smithsonian Institution]

They were
co¢i£ioned by a
dive¤e o£- se¥ion of
Eаt India Company
oﬀicials, ranging om
banis and sgeo
t©ough to membe¤
of the Eаt India
Company civil service,

DIPLOMATS, GOVERNORS AND
JUDGES, AND THEIR WIVES, AS
WELL AS MORE ITINERANT BRITISH
ARTISTS AND INTELLECTUALS
PASSING THROUGH INDIA FOR
PLEASURE AND BUSINESS
16 |
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but when the curator of the Wallace collection scouted
him for ideas he went all out to make it possible. “From
commissioning to opening of the exhibition, it took 18
months which, in art terms, is an extremely short period.
2)<,-&-83*8,-77->);390(979%00=8%/)æ:)=)%67AV,)
explains with a laugh.

THE ARTISTS AND THEIR PATRONS
The idea behind the show is to ferret out the scarcely
known artists of the time and emphasise that the best
among them are among the greatest Indian artists ever.
Dalrymple says that just as they were not showcased in
Britain due to post-colonial sensitivities, they were never
fully recognised in India as being fully Indian.
Comprising works by artists Shaikh Zain al-Din of
Patna, Bhawani Das, Ram Das, Govindoo, Rangiah,
Yellapah of Vellore, Shaikh Mohammah Amir of Karraya,
Sita Ram and Ghulam Ali Khan, the collection celebrates
the artists as much as the art they created. Armed with
238,-2+136)8,%27832)O+6392(4-+1)287%2(759-66)0
hair-brushes, these artists created some of the most
glorious pieces of Indian art.
Most of the pieces were commissioned for academic
reasons or as personal mementos. There are diverse
7836-)7&),-2(8,)%68;36/7@,)æ6784-'896)7;)6)

commissioned by Claude Martin (in the late 1770s)
at a time when botany and zoology were the twin
passions among intellectual Europeans. Martin
imported no fewer than 17,000 sheets of European
watercolour paper and employed a team to paint a
series of natural history pictures.
The collection consists of 30 works commissioned by
the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Sir Elijah Impey,
and his wife Mary, who employed artists Shaikh Zain alDin, Bhawani Das and Ramdas to paint their private zoo as
;)00%78,)2967)6-)7Aæ7,)7%2(-27)'873* )2+%0F
Other notable pieces include 16 images from the famed
Fraser Album of the early 19th century commissioned by
the Delhi-based brothers, James and William. Consisting
of both monuments and residents, these paintings are
some of the most remarkable commissions in existence.
Dalrymple says that the lithographs are like “polaroids of
83(%=V%2(;)6)463&%&0=1)%28%7739:)2-67@
,)%68-787;)6)-2ç9)2')(&=%,)%(=1-<896)3*78=0)7@
They were already trained in the Mughal style and used
stone-based pigments, but working on European paper
and being shown European natural history images as
13()076)7908)(-2%92-59)A,=&6-(78=0)@,)=79''))()(
-26)ç)'8-2+8,)8;-2,-+,0-+,873*8,)9+,%078=0)B3*
feeling and observing the subject. The Mughal training
showed up in other ways too – the brilliance and simplicity
of colours, the gem-like highlights and the meticulous
attention to detail.
The artists in South India didn’t have Mughal art to
Unknown
Artist Asian
Openbill
Stork in a
Landscape.
Courtesy
Private
Collection

(6%;-274-6%8-32*631&98;)6)-2ç9)2')(&=8,)46):%-0-2+

Shaikh Zain
al-Din – Indian
Roller on
Sandalwood
Branch.
Minneapolis
Institute of Art
NAARI
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styles of chintz and Kalamkari of Andhra Pradesh.
Dalrymple agrees that the artists were of different
training schools and origins. “What’s interesting is that
presumably in their youth, these artists were trained
to paint the rajas, nawabs, courtesans and the musical

Bhawani
Das. A Great
Indian Fruit
Bat. Courtesy
Private
Collection

cheetah done for Jehangir to a cheetah done by [Shaikh]
Zain al-Din in Calcutta of 1780, they are very much of the
7%1)86%(-8-32@V

THE END OF AN ERA

1),æ07I):)2-2+73*'39680=)28)68%-21)2843)86=36

The world that created these remarkable artworks was

music and dance). But they were also introduced to the

destroyed forever in the bloodletting of the Great Uprising

0-8,3+6%4,73*890-47*631300%2(AV,))<40%-27%2(%((7A

of 1857 – the largest anti-colonial revolt against any

“Mansur’s (17th century Mughal painter and court artist)

European empire anywhere in the world in the course of

paintings from Jehangir’s time show a variety of animals

the 19th century. Its bloody and violent suppression by the

from turkeys to zebras, so there is a tradition of animal art

East India Company was a pivotal moment in the history

in India. When one compares Mansur’s images in 1612 of a

of British imperialism in India. It marked the end, both of

The idea behind the show is to feª o
the sccely known tis of the time and
make the poi that the be among them e
among the «eate Indian tis ever.

DALRYMPLE SAYS THAT JUST AS THEY WERE NOT SHOWCASED IN BRITAIN
DUE TO POST-COLONIAL SENSITIVITIES, THEY WERE NEVER FULLY
RECOGNISED IN INDIA AS BEING FULLY INDIAN
18 |
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the Company and the Mughal dynasty, the two principal
forces that had shaped Indian history over the previous
300 years.
Miniature painting outlived the destruction of the
Mughal court for a while, to die a slow and lingering death
at the hands of photographers and the educational
agendas of Colonial art schools. Broken by the viciously
murderous British backlash after 1857, India began to lose

Sheikh
Mohammah
Amir –English
Gig. Freer
Gallery of Art
and Arthur
M Sackler
Gallery
[Smithsonian]

arrived in Delhi in 1877 to collect material for a picture the
Government of India wished to present to Queen Victoria
as the subcontinent’s new empress. Soon after his arrival,
he realised that miniature painting as a tradition was now
moribund, and the arrival of photography in the early
1850s had put a swift end to a glorious painting tradition of
India stretching back almost 2,000 years.
It is in its history that the exhibition seeks refuge.

'32æ()2')-2-873;286%(-8-327@,))0%&36%8)430-8)2)77

Dalrymple terms the exhibition as historic and a showcase

3*9+,%0)8-59)88)'%1)83&)6)+%6()(1)6)0=%7

of the syncretic art traditions of India. “Just like we

anachronistic. The poetic world represented by Mughal

revere painters like Goverdhan and Manaku, I very much

mushairas (poetic symposiums) did not appeal to young

hope that 20 years from now, people know who Sheikh

intellectuals studying in English-medium schools.

Mohammah Amir and Sita Ram were. This exhibit is a

Photography was introduced to the subcontinent in
the early 1850s and by 1870 had totally altered the way

6)1-2()63*8,),-+,43-287-22(-%2%68@V
When the Indian art historian B.N. Goswamy chose 101

the court painters went about their work: some princely

of his favourite Indian art works, only one was a Company

43686%-87;)6)78632+0=-2ç9)2')(&=4,383+6%4,7A;,-0)

commission, and Company painting forms only a brief

in other cases, black-and-white photographs were hand-

adjunct at the end of his seminal two-volume, Masters of

painted by miniature artists to make them more closely

Indian Painting. Dalrymple remarks, “This is, in a sense, an

resemble miniatures. As photography studios spread

appendix to Goswamy’s work and gives the artists their

%'63778,)79&'328-2)28A8,)ç3;3*;36/*362(-%2

rightful place in history. The collection consists of some of

painters began to dry up.

the greatest animal paintings ever done and these artists

The changes were recorded by artist Val Prinsep who

7,390(&)')0)&6%8)(0-/)-',)0%2+)0336%4,%)0@V
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TRAILBLAZER

DR MERBAI ARDESIR VAKIL
STORMING SCOTTISH MALE BASTIONS

Scottish universities did not permit women in their colleges until 1892, and it is creditable then
that a Parsi woman, Dr Merbai Ardesir Vakil, sailed all the way to Glasgow to become one of the
early women graduates of the university in 1897. An alumna of Wilson College in Bombay and
Grant Medical College, she left to study at the London School of Medicine, later moving to Glasgow
Medical College. NIVEDITA CHOUDHURI traces the singular journey of Dr Vakil, who was the
ÀUVW$VLDQZRPDQWRJUDGXDWHIURP*ODVJRZ0HGLFDO&ROOHJH
ILLUSTRATION: TARA ANAND

T

oday, around 60 per cent of the students of the

the initial running costs of the school. Glasgow Royal

University of Glasgow are women. However,

2æ61%6=7)8%7-()&)(7*368,)'0-2-'%0-27869'8-323*

women have been permitted to study at Scottish

female students. Women could now study for licences to

universities only since 1892. At that time, only six

46%'8-7)1)(-'-2)*6318,)6-40)9%0-æ'%8-32 3%6(3*

per cent (131) of the students studying at the university

the Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons in Scotland and

were women. Therefore, it was no mean feat for Dr Merbai

the universities of London and Dublin. Dr Vakil enrolled

Ardesir Vakil, a young Parsi woman from Bombay, to

at the Queen Margaret College Medical School in 1893,

&)'31)8,)æ678*)1%0) 7-%2+6%(9%8)3*8,)2-:)67-8=3*

&)'31-2+32)3*8,)æ678;31)2-28,)92-:)67-8=83

0%7+3;-2î

study medicine.

@,);%7%0738,)æ678;31%283+6%(9%8)

from Wilson College, Bombay.

Dr Vakil was born in Bombay on May 25, 1868, and

This is testament to her determination to pursue

she received her early education at Wilson High School in

medical studies at a time when options for women were

Khetwadi in south Bombay. Founded by missionary Rev.

severely limited. Women medical graduates in the 1890s

John Wilson in 1832, the school saw considerable changes

were few and far between. So, it is all the more admirable

of sites and names, eventually being called the Wilson

that Dr Vakil succeeded in her efforts to take up medicine

School. The collegiate section was established in 1836.

and travel that far to reach her goal.

Dr Vakil’s father, Ardesir F. Vakil, was a senior partner

Though barred from study and teaching roles at

-232)3*8,)0)%(-2+æ6173*730-'-8367-2 31&%=@)

the university until 1892, women have been part of the

was evidently a forward-thinking man who wanted his

institution for hundreds of years – Mary, Queen of Scots,

daughters to go to college and do well in life.

was an early patron in 1563. Interaction between male

An excerpt from Les Parsis, written by 19th-century

and female students in the early years was limited, but the

French explorer and ethnologist Delphine Menant who

admission of women at least marked the end of a 440-year

74)2859-8)731)8-1)789(=-2+8,)%67-7A8,)-6

tradition of male-only education. In 1892, Queen Margaret

familial and political life, education, hospitals and funeral

College, which was established in Glasgow in 1883 to

rites, makes for interesting reading. It was translated

provide higher education for women, became part of the

in part by Ratanbai Ardesir Vakil, who happened to be

academy. At the beginning, separate classes were held for

Dr Vakil’s sister.

women in most subjects. The only exception was honours

The introductory passage of this monograph has a

level classes where women and men studied together.

*);6)*)6)2')7836 %/-0%2(,)6)59%00=6)1%6/%&0)

In response to a growing demand from women who

younger sister Ratanbai. It was written by Very Rev Dr

wanted access to medical education, a medical school had

Dugald Mackichan, FRSE DD LLD (1851-1932), a Scottish

been built in the college in 1890 with a dissecting room,

minister and missionary in India who was principal of

laboratories and other facilities that would be needed for

Wilson College from 1884 to 1920. He recalled a “morning

teaching. Philanthropist Isabella Elder decided to shoulder

in the beginning of the year 1886 on which Mr Vakil....

20 |
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brought his two daughters to begin their career as students of

of women, instead of creating a cleft in the life of the family,

Bombay University. Although for many years that University

as is so often erroneously imagined by those who oppose

had its regulations with the sentence ‘in the following

the cause of female education in India, proves a means of

regulations the pronoun ‘he’ and its derivatives are used to

786)2+8,)2-2+-8792-8=@@@V

denote either sex’, and had thus opened its doors wide to

After graduating from Wilson College in 1888 – and

the women of India, only one lady student had enrolled as an

&)'31-2+A-28,)463')77A8,)æ678;31%283(373Q6 %/-0

undergraduate in Arts before these two sisters entered upon

studied at Grant Medical College in Bombay for two years

8,)-6'300)+)'%6))6VA;638)6%'/-',%2@

before leaving for the UK to enrol at the London School of

“The experiment which was then made awakened some

Medicine for Women in 1890. This school of medicine for

anxieties. Would it be possible for Indian ladies to study in a

women was founded in 1874 by a group of women led by

mixed college class? How would the men be likely to conduct

Sophia Jex-Blake, who had been expelled from the University

themselves in the new situation? The result of the experiment

3*(-2&96+,%*8)678%68-2+8,)-61)(-'%086%-2-2+@ 8æ678A

disappointed from the beginning all such fears. From the

the students had to rely on supportive male doctors to

æ678(%=A8,)46)7)2')3*8,)7)0%(-)7)0):%8)(8,)832)%2(

teach them, but a few years later the school managed to win

discipline of the college class in a manner most creditable

over the Royal Free Hospital authorities and its wards were

to the ladies and to the men. The success of this experiment

thereafter opened to female pupils.

4%:)(8,);%=*368,)%(1-77-32(96-2+79&7)59)28=)%673*

Dr Vakil registered as a student at the University of

an increasing number of lady students to the privileges of a

0%7+3;-2î

university education, who are under no small obligation to the

her sister passed away. After graduating in 1897, she spent

'396%+)%2(',%6%'8)6(-740%=)(&=8,)7)8;37-78)64-32))67AV

two years working as a postgraduate in Glasgow under

added the principal.

Dr C.P. Hawthorne, MB, Lecturer in Materia Medica and

2,-7238)A,)A,3;):)6A'32æ2)(,-17)0*838,)'%6))63*

@,)6)8962)(83 31&%=&6-)ç=;,)2

Therapeutics, Queen Margaret College, University of Glasgow,

the younger sister. The elder, he mentioned, graduated with a

and various other physicians, according to material available

BA degree in Bombay and “entered upon a course of medical

from the university archives. She lived on 66, Grant Street

study which led her to London and... Glasgow University where

while in the city.

she received the degrees of MB, CM (Bachelor of Medicine,

Dr Vakil returned to Bombay thereafter and worked at the

Master of Surgery). The younger sister, Ratanbai, never left

Cama Hospital for Women and Children, the Cumoo Jaffer

home. She studied... English, French Literature, mathematics,

Suleman Charitable Dispensary, the Zenana Hospital at

elementary science, history and logic. In 1890, she passed her

Rajkot with Dr Rukhmabai and at the Victoria Jubilee Hospital

examination for the degree of Bachelor of Arts with honours

in Ahmedabad with Dr Motibai Kapadia. She also worked

%2(;%78,)6)%*8)6)0)'8)(83%)003;7,-4-28,)'300)+)V@

at her father’s Meher Charitable Dispensary at Mazagon in

“As a Dakshina Fellow ( a prestigious fellowship), she
taught... French.... and had as her pupils not only young
ladies but also young men. During her college career, both

31&%=8-00-8;%7'037)((3;2%78,)4634)68=;%7%'59-6)(
by the government.
Dr Vakil also worked with Dr K.N. Bahadurjee at the Plague

7,)%2(,)67-78)6,%(+-:)2):-()2')3*8,)-6927)0æ7,2)77

Hospital which he opened in Byculla during the early years of

by declining... scholarships to which their position in the

the outbreak of this disease.

university examinations would have entitled them in order that

In March 1927, Dr Vakil left for Aden to take up government

4336)6789()2870)77,-+,328,)0-7871-+,8,%:)8,)&)2)æ8

service. She served there for “four years after which the

of the aid. She continued to work up to the time of that last

government appointed a younger lady doctor. Dr Vakil, however,

sad illness which ended so rapidly in her death [at the age of

remained in Aden as a private practitioner till March 1941 when

26 in 1895]... One could see how the education and culture

7,)6)8962)(83 31&%=32%''39283**))&0),)%08,VA%''36(-2+
to the university archives. She died on April 9, 1941, at the house
of her brother, Framroze A. Vakil, a solicitor.

Women medical graduates in the1890s
were few and far between. So, it is all the
more admirable that Dr Vakil succeeded in
her efforts to take up medicine and travel so
far to reach her goal
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After Dr Vakil’s death, her brother sent a letter to the
University of Glasgow, which is also available in the archives.
)6)59)78)(8,)'300)+)8349&0-7,%2%''39283*,-77-78)6T7
life in the college magazine. It is not known whether she
married, but Dr Vakil dedicated her life to the pursuit of
medicine. She blazed a trail in medicine, becoming a source
of inspiration to women seeking to forge new paths.

BIRTHING STORY

Happy family: Dr Syed Nasheed Ali and Dr Nishath Khan with their four children

‘NO OTHER
HOSPITAL
FUNCTIONS THE
FERNANDEZ
WAY!’
Dr Nishath Khan has birthed all her four children
DW)HUQDQGH]+RVSLWDO7KRXJKKHUÀUVWZDVD
C-section, she went on to birth naturally the next
three times. She shares the details with
MINAL KHONA in a candid conversation
PHOTOGRAPHS: SRINIVAS

D

r Nishath Khan is a young mother of four and
a consultant pathologist at Olive Hospital. Her
husband, Dr Syed Nasheed Ali, is a cardio-

thoracic surgeon at the same hospital. Nishath has
birthed all her children at Fernandez Hospital – three
at Bogulkunta and the last one at Stork Home. “We
had zeroed in on Fernandez because we saw trained
personnel round the clock. Even the attending doctors
-2)1)6+)2'=%6),-+,0=59%0-æ)(@8T7%2-278-898-328,%8
*3003;7-28)62%8-32%0+9-()0-2)7@V
,)6)'39287;,=8,)æ678&%&=;%7&362:-%%
C-section though she was only 27 at that time. “I saw
Dr Evita (Fernandez) with each pregnancy barring the
last one where I saw Dr Kasthuri (Sarvotham), who is
%6)40-'%3*6:-8%@8;%71=æ67846)+2%2'=%2(-8
was all new to me. My blood pressure shot up when I
was in my 28th week but remained normal thereafter
even without any medication. Also, I had put on weight,
639+,0=%6392(/+@V
8;))/7%2(æ:)(%=7A;,)2-7,%8,T7;%8)6
broke, she went to the hospital. “I didn’t have pains
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so, on the second day, Dr Evita told me to go home as

through a C-section. But, for a VBAC [vaginal birth after

the leak had seemingly repaired itself. But even before

Caesarean], there should be a gap of 18 months. My

I left the hospital, my labour pains set in. The baby was

æ678&%&=;%7&-+*36;))/7%8@î/+@ 7%(3'836A

in a breech position. I was four centimetres dilated, and

/2);8,%8,%(2T8'%66-)(1=æ678838)61A73;%7238

actively progressing in labour, yet I was taken in for a

a good candidate for a VBAC. Yet, all I was asking for was

C-section as was the Fernandez protocol at that time. Dr

a TOLAC – trial of labour after C-section. This one VBAC

Lavanya was the attending doctor that night. My husband

paved the way for the next and it totally changed the way

was with me throughout. The baby, a girl who we called,

033/)(%8&-68,-2+%7%2)<4)6-)2')@V

91%=7%A;%7&36232 46-0Aìíîì@V
Nishath was grateful she had a healthy baby; however,

Nishath was preparing to get into the MD course
during this pregnancy. Being a doctor, she was aware of

she was left with a feeling of disappointment at not

what could go wrong with the second since the inter-

having birthed naturally. So, when she conceived seven

conceptual gap was shorter. “I started doing my own

1328,7%*8)68,)&-68,3*,)6æ678',-0(A7,);%7;366-)(@

research and gathered all the facts. I spoke to Dr Evita at

“I was totally unprepared for my second pregnancy.

length about it. She said she understood my stance but

At the same time, I was clear I did not want to go

she also said that if labour didn’t happen naturally, they
would not induce it. The very fact that I would be given

“We had zeroed in on Fernandez because
we saw trained personnel round the clock.
Even the attending doctors in emergency are
highly qualified. It’s an institution that follows
international guidelines”
Newborn excitement: The parents with their
three older children and the water-birth baby

a trial of labour brought solace to me. I was well aware
of the facts that could lead me to a successful VBAC. I
was worried that if I carried this baby to term, it would be
&-++)68,%21=æ678%2((-(2T8;%288,%883&)%6)%732
not to have a VBAC. I even prayed in the usual position,
though pregnant women are allowed to pray sitting
upright. In fact, I was so desperate for a VBAC that I had
fasted all through the month of Ramzan and, on the day
3*-(A78%68)(,%:-2+1='3286%'8-327@V
Nishath’s labour pains started on August 9, 2013. She
was 37 weeks pregnant at that time. Her husband was at
a surgery so her mother was with her. “As my pains had
stopped, a consent form for a C-section was handed over
to me. I refused to sign anything till he came. On the 11th
morning, at 4am, my water broke and I was having strong
contractions just minutes apart. I asked for an epidural.
Dr Soujanya was monitoring me continuously. Finally,
a successful VBAC occurred and my son, Ammaar, was
&362;)-+,-2+@/+@V
Nishath is of the opinion that while it helps that the
supporting institution, in this case Fernandez Hospital,
backed her decision, it is also the mother’s call. “Since
;%72387%8-7æ)(;-8,8,)&-68,-2+)<4)6-)2')8,)æ678
time, I was very clear I did not want a C-section. And I am
+0%(1=&3(=;%7%&0)83,)041),%:)%2361%0&-68,@V
Although the epidural worked, Nishath recounts that
she experienced numbness as a result for some months.
Nishath enrolled for her MD when her second child
was born. She went on to complete her MD and her
husband went to Canada for a fellowship in adult cardio
thoracic surgery. “Those three years were really hard as
789(=-2+;-8,8;3&%&-)7;%7238)%7=@V
Nishath’s husband loves children, so they always
wanted a big family. In 2016, she conceived again, and
since it was during her practical exams, she knew she
'390(238%**36(83*%-0@,)4%77)(-2,)6æ678%88)148@
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With this pregnancy, too, Dr Evita expressed her
doubts about a natural birth since Nishath had had a
previous C-section. “The only good thing was that I’d had
a successful VBAC before. She explained all the options
and what could happen if a natural birth didn’t occur on
its own. At 37 weeks, my water broke, yet Dr Evita was
kind enough to wait for 48 hours when my labour didn’t
7)8-2@V
,)2A-7,%8,æ2%00=78%68)(+)88-2+'3286%'8-327@
“We decided to go to Bogulkunta though I had visited
Dr Evita at Stork Home during the pregnancy visits.
But Fernandez has a wonderful standard operating
procedure, where your records can be easily accessed at
any of its hospitals, and even if your regular doctor is not
there, the attending doctor can take care of you without
%2=,-''947@,)=*3003;æ<)(46383'307@3A&%7-'%00=A
the line of management remains the same irrespective of
;,-',(3'836%88)2(732=39@V

The three older children (left to right) Rumaysa, Muhammad and Ammaar

Nishath was in full labour when she came to the
hospital. She recalls, “Somehow the epidural got
displaced and did not work. I was screaming and
crying as it was a long labour. Finally, a 4kg baby boy,
Muhammad, was born. I had tears and I suffered postpartum haemorrhage. I lost more than three litres of
blood and my haemoglobin fell from 11 to 7. I was offered
a blood transfusion but I refused. Although the VBAC was
79'')77*90A-8;%7%86%91%8-')<4)6-)2')@V
Nishath recovered her strength gradually and was

“ I would say a C-section is more technical
unlike a normal birth which I would say is
exhilarating! If you have a choice, you must
always try to birth the normal way. And what
better place than Fernandez to experience
that!” she says

working as a consultant when she miscarried at eight
weeks. After that, she conceived again last May-June.

It was still a rewarding experience for Nishath though

Having worked throughout her third pregnancy, this

8,-7;%78,)æ678&-68,,)6,97&%2(;%7238;-8,,)6%7,)

time, too, she only stopped working well after her eighth

was in surgery.

month. What was different this time was that Nishath

She summarises her four birthing experiences thus: “I

opted for a water birth. “I got to know about the water

was disappointed for a long time that though she was the

birth option during my antenatal visits to Stork Home.

71%00)78&%&=A1=æ678&-68,;%7% O7)'8-32&)'%97)7,)

During the last birth, I had a completely ineffective

was breech. Had I been a new mother with a breech baby

epidural, so this time I wanted to try another option to

today, I would have had better chances of a normal birth.

ease my labour. So, in my last trimester, I decided to

These days Fernandez runs a breech clinic.

discuss water birth with Dr Kasthuri. I was asked to see a

“With my second one, I was back in Fernandez

midwife and, after a detailed sitting with her, I was looking

because no other hospital functions the Fernandez way!

forward to it. Becky, my midwife, was a delight as she

When I asked for a VBAC, I was warned about the high

kept sending me facts, papers, e-mails and encouraging

risk of a uterine rupture because of the short inter-

me to go through a water birth. Unfortunately, she

conceptual gap and a previous C-section. Despite all

returned to the UK just before my big day, so Indie

8,)6-7/*%'8367A;%77944368)(-28,)æ2)78;%=%2(

Kaur [Director of Midwifery Services] took over. I got

I am glad I birthed them naturally. It gave me a sense

59-8)'31*368%&0);-8,,)6%81=æ678%2(320=1))8-2+

of achievement and I was able to experience the entire

before I went into labour. On January 27 this year, my

journey from pregnancy to birth to the fullest.

little girl, Rufayda, weighing almost 4kg, was born. I had

“I would say a C-section is more technical unlike a

called Indie on my way to the hospital. When I got there,

normal birth which I would say is exhilarating! If you have

I was already fully dilated. They started the pool. I barely

a choice, you must always try to birth the normal way.

sat in the pool and the baby was out. It did not even take

And what better place than Fernandez to experience

1-298)7C-8;%78,%859-'/@V
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MOMMY DIARIES

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A
STAY-AT-HOME MUM
Days seem long and nights seems short to the mother of a toddler whose life is exploring
one cabinet after another or climbing up and down stairs. Her day is fraught with
thinking of his meal times, nap times (that get shorter) and her own time (which is never).
MINAKSHI SHEKAR on her life as the mother of a one-year-old

M

r. Baby is now one year old and sleeping a lot

and forth between taking Mr. Baby to the library or for

less than he used to. So, I am constantly trying

a mum and baby workout class. But then, by the time

83æ2(;%=783/))4,-1)28)68%-2)(%2(&97=@

we get home, it’ll be too close to nap time. Almost every

The days are long and nights are short when you have a

weekday I have this battle within myself on whether I

baby and I applaud mums and dads who have multiple

should interact with the outside world and possibly mess

kids because even with a unicorn kid like mine, I often

with nap time and deal with a crabby baby versus staying

æ2(1=7)0*;-7,-2+*36æ:)1-298)73*1)O8-1);-8,398

home and going stir crazy. We eventually do get to the

a toddler trying to break down the bathroom door. But

mum and baby class where we discuss mothers-in-law,

having some semblance of a schedule keeps my days

types of poopy diapers our little ones have had lately and,

predictable and my sanity in check.

of course, talk about whose kid is sleeping better.

7AM: I hide under the covers and watch the baby

10.30AM: Post-class, the kids run around and play

monitor, waiting for some signs of movement. Phew, he’s

%2(6@ %&=A;,3-72);0=;%0/-2+A,-+,Oæ:)7):)6=/-(

still asleep so I can get a few more minutes of much-

and pets every little baby he sees as long as I am in plain

needed shut eye. Why am I under the covers? Well, it’s

sight. As much as I love watching him with other kids, I

because his crib is right next to me and I don’t want the

1978697,&%'/,31)-28-1)*36,-7æ6782%43*8,)(%=@

light from my phone to wake him up. Of course, I also

But he always falls asleep in the car so how do I keep him

can’t go back to sleep because I feel the need to check

awake? YouTube of course. Nap time is sacred and I make

the monitor every few seconds to make sure he isn’t

it back just in time so he’s not overtired or under-tired.

waking up. Just as I’m falling back asleep I hear a gentle
cooing and the sound of a teething baby chewing

11AM - Noon: In the one hour that Mr. Baby sleeps, I
shower, eat something, clean up, use the bathroom, try

on his crib. I guess it’s time to wake up and

to get some work done and put away his toys

then wait eagerly for nap time which is three

even though they will be all over the place in

whole hours away. Diaper changed, tantrum

less than an hour. Just as I sit down to relax,

thrown and off we go to have some milk

I hear a soft cry on the baby monitor. It’s

because God forbid I try to brush my teeth or

time to worry about Mr. Baby’s next meal. I

use the bathroom before tending to

put him in his high chair, dump a few snacks

His Highness.

(again) on his tray and he proceeds to put

8AM: Milk has been consumed so now Mr.

731)-2,-71398,Aç-2+731)%'63778,)

Baby is a little more cheerful and waddles

room and, as I discover a little later, some

around the kitchen as I scramble to make

down his onesie as well.

breakfast for his dad, him and myself. Every

1PM - 3PM: Considering Colorado is cold,

few minutes, he will hang off my leg, whining

going to the park or playing in the yard is out

while I try to get things done. But then a stray

3*8,)59)78-32@,%:)83æ+96)398:%6-397

dish or a wire or water bottle will catch his

ways to entertain him before his next nap.

eye and off he goes.

So, my newly mobile baby goes up and

9AM: Once dad leaves for work, I go back
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down the stairs precisely 548,785 times,

N se why he ow to® because
he is ¯ty ha°y wh o water btles,
random pieces of paper,

AN EGGSHELL I ACCIDENTALLY DROPPED, THE KITCHEN TOWELS, AN ONION
FROM THE PANTRY AND THE RUBBER BAND FROM UNDER THE TABLE
731),3;æ2(7,-7;%=92()68,)&%&=+%8)%2(-283

it must be to see stacks of books taller than you are, to

the laundry room where he whacks some brooms and

watch other kids who can run faster and talk more than

134783+)8,)6@)%073æ2(7,-17)0*-2:%6-397/-8',)2

you do and to pick that piece of mulch at the park and

cabinets. Not sure why he owns toys, because he is

try to eat it. This is when I let him explore to his heart’s

pretty happy with our water bottles, random pieces of

content and rarely say no to him.

paper, an eggshell I accidentally dropped, the kitchen
towels, an onion from the pantry and the rubber band
from under the table.
Somewhere, in between all the chaos, we have lunch

6PM: Dinner is the one meal I don’t eat with Mr. Baby.
98%+%-2A;%8',-2+,-197),-70-880)æ2+)67834-'/94
his food while waving his spoon in the other hand is
amusing. I dread the clean-up after every meal but

83+)8,)6@192',32%59)7%(-00%;,-',-7%2)<%'8

I let him explore various textures, tastes and colours.

replica of what is on his plate but of course he only

As a result, he has tried more than 100 foods before he

wants what I’m eating. Babies are fascinating. Unlike

turned one.

adults who chew their food and swallow, babies chew,

7PM: Daddy is home and this is a ritual we’ve followed

spit out, chew and spit out until their food is a little ball

since he was born. I give him a bath and Daddy gives

of mush and easy to swallow. As a mum, nothing grosses

him a massage and sings to him. We turn on his sound

me out any more.

machine, put him in his sleep sack, say we love him and

3.30PM: Bliss. It’s nap time again. Considering he

that we’ll be right outside the door. The bedtime routine

takes a good nap in the mornings, afternoon naps can

is sacrosanct and he is a great sleeper except for the

be hit or miss. I give him some milk, read him a story and

occasional night when he needs mum and dad cuddles.

put him in his crib. I watch the monitor like I’m watching

As he winds down for bed, I am exhausted from all the

a TV show. He’s bouncing around, whines a little, plays

(-%4)6',%2+)7A398æ8',%2+)7A1)%046)47A',%7-2+,-1

;-8,,-770))47%'/A+2%;732,-7'6-&%2(æ2%00=*%007

up and down the stairs and preventing him from hurting

asleep only to wake up at the 30-minute mark. I’ve got

himself.

nothing done because the entire half hour I’ve spent
anticipating him waking up.

After 7pm is ME time. I go to the gym, watch trashy
reality TV and spend time with my husband. I go to bed

4PM: As the day slowly comes to a close, I spend

knowing I will have to do this all over again tomorrow,

8-1)æ+96-2+398(-22)6@*))00-/),%0*1=0-*)-7æ+96-2+

and the day after and the day after that for the next 15

out what to give Mr. Baby to eat. Now I know why our

years until he doesn’t want to spend his afternoons and

mothers are so obsessed with our eating habits even at

evenings with me.

33 years old. Before dinner, we visit the library to borrow

So while I may be exhausted and can never get a

some new bedtime books. Mr. Baby has no interest in

break from the constant eat, nap, play, sleep and play the

the learning toys at the library any more. He runs around

+9)77-2++%1)3*;,%81-+,8æ2(-2,-71398,2)<8A

8,)%-70)7759)%0-2+%2(23;,)T78,%87'6)%1-2+/-(;)

watching him grow from an infant into a curious toddler is

all want to run away from. But, honestly, when we are at

worth all my time.

libraries, the park or around other kids, I see the world

Now I need to go look for my phone which he has a

through the innocent eyes of a toddler. How fascinating

knack of hiding in the uncanniest of places like my boots!
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LAST WORD

COPING WITH A PANDEMIC
In any crisis women and children are the worst affected, as is the case during the current
pandemic when we saw thousands of women and children walking miles to reach their villages.
It has been an especially trying time at the hospital too, writes DR EVITA FERNANDEZ,
who had to work with her staff to calm the expectant mothers

W

omen and children are the

Health and Neuro Science, Bengaluru, in its

most vulnerable during any

introduction to a well-compiled book of

crisis – be it a natural disaster

guidelines for mental health in the times

Iç33(7^)%68,59%/)7J361%2O1%()0-/)

of the COVID-19 pandemic. The Institute

climate change or the refugee situation

59-'/0=7)894%8%7/*36')32&),%0*3*

across the globe. The pandemic of

the ministry, a national helpline and it

COVID-19 has reinforced this fact even

strengthened its telemedicine facilities.

more. India’s aggressive and ill-prepared

At our own hospitals, on March 23, 2020,

lockdown revealed the country’s

8,)æ678(%=3*8,)03'/(3;2A*392(8,)

-2%()59%8)49&0-',)%08,'%6)7=78)1@!)

core group of 20 OBGY (obstetrics and

were simply not prepared.

gynaecology) consultants at Fernandez

The media also brought to our radar

calling every woman (pregnant or not)

,366-æ'7')2)73*;31)2;-8,&%&-)7

who was booked to see us. Over a period

walking for miles, or at times being

of 10 days, my colleagues made around

4900)(-2%1%/)7,-*886300)=&=)59%00=

4,000 telephone calls. Pregnant women

weary spouses. I wondered how many

were understandably anxious. First-time

of these women were pregnant and,

mothers-to-be were afraid, especially if they

if a woman did go into labour, how she

were approaching their delivery date.

would manage.
Apart from the fear of getting infected when visiting the

Appointments were fully booked till April 15. It was a
herculean task indeed, but the united strength of the team

hospital, women in labour, during the lockdown, have been

helped reach nearly all women. We rescheduled 2,000

subjected to discrimination, disrespect and abuse by health-

ultrasound scan appointments while we tried not to miss

care workers. This brought back memories of the stigma and

mothers with complicated pregnancies, or those who may have

discrimination faced by women who were HIV positive, in the

6)59-6)('037)132-836-2+@ 3940)71-(;%=8,639+,86)%81)28

)%60=(%=73*2(-%T7.3962)=;-8, ^ @

cycles for fertility issues grew increasingly anxious.

The lockdown sadly saw an enormous surge in domestic

We were challenged to think anew and use technology

violence. India’s National Commission for Women (NCW)

to its fullest. The electronic medical record – our bugbear

registered a total of 587 complaints between March 23 and

;,)2-8;%7æ678-278%00)(=)%67%+3Q;%78,)7%:-2++6%')@ 

April 6. This was only the tip of the iceberg. Vaccinations for

63&978-2*361%8-328)',2303+=8)%17944368)():)6=6)59)78A

babies and children are on hold, and the fear of mortality due

and video consults became the order of the day. This visual

to measles and whooping cough is a growing reality. Women

-28)6%'8-326)59-6)(86%-2-2+A%2(%2320-2)')68-æ'%8-32'3967)

are unable to access care for contraception or seek help for

became mandatory for all doctors involved in video consults.

the termination of a pregnancy. At the same time, children

Doctors are also mothers, and sometimes the medical

out of school lost the much-needed mid-day meal, which

consult also led to exchanging notes on food, cooking tips, and

helped sustain them – thus leading to increased levels of

keeping children busy during the lockdown. My colleagues were

hunger and malnutrition.

often overwhelmed by the relief visible on the faces of women.

The pandemic and lockdown found us “experiencing

The power of honest, compassionate, respectful communication

emotions, thoughts and situations we had never experienced

was clearly evident. The video consults opened a new dimension

&)*36)VA7%-( O8,)%8-32%0278-898)3*)28%0

of interaction.
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We aimed to provide a safe environment for both our staff and the
patient walking into the hospital. An in-house team made 1,000 visors
for our healthcare workers to use. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
naturally began with the lady security guard who screened every person
entering the hospital
Meanwhile, teams with different responsibilities were
created to meet the impact of lockdown on maternity
services. Zoom meetings helped train all levels of staff

daily wage labourers, who helped build our homes and
3*æ')7A;)6)3:)62-+,8():3-(3*132)=A*33(%2(7,)08)6@
Images of people walking hundreds of kilometres in the

327%*)8=690)7A-2863(9')46383'307%2('6)%8)%()æ2)(

7'36',-2+792A,92+6=%2((),=(6%8)(Aæ00)(3967'6))27

process to screen every entrant into the hospital. A

every day. Those images I know will haunt me always. The

dedicated multi-disciplinary COVID team was formed to

lockdown touched lives around the globe. Millions of jobs

respond to emergencies. Minimal staff was engaged and

were lost. An economic recession, worse than the Great

74)'-æ'-2(-:-(9%071908-O8%7/)(83,)04348-1-7)8,)97)3*

Depression of 1918, was predicted.

4)6732%04638)'8-:))59-41)28@
We aimed to provide a safe environment for both our

And yet, there was hope. Ordinary citizens across India
came together to feed the hungry. There was an outpouring

staff and the patient walking into the hospital. An in-house

of compassion, generosity and community spirit. Food

team made 1,000 visors for our healthcare workers to

packets and energy drinks were distributed. Religion, caste,

97)@)6732%0638)'8-:)59-41)28IJ2%896%00=&)+%2

creed did not matter anymore. The digital and social media,

with the lady security guard who screened every person

radio and TV stations helped raise awareness and gather

entering the hospital. PPE also included the Hazmat suit for

enormous funds, while the government struggled to cope

the persons involved in emergency surgical procedures. All

with an unexpected heart-wrenching challenge.

of this called for hours of training, planning, coordination
and a strong team spirit.

I know life will never be the same again for us who will
survive the COVID-19 pandemic. The lockdown taught us

Shuttle services were organised to pick up staff who

many lessons. We learnt life could be lived with a lot less – be it

had no access to personal transport. The two weeks spent

food or material goods. We discovered the joy of reconnecting

in putting all this together paid off when we reopened our

with family and friends, while music, art and humour helped

outpatient services.

unite hundreds of talented people around the world.

Shutting down services also meant a steep drop in

,)03'/(3;2*392(;)&-2%67%'32:)2-)28%2()*æ'-)28

revenue. I was overwhelmed by the generosity, concern and

medium to teach, discuss, share data and to help countries

support displayed by fellow employees at different levels

cope with patients who were rapidly becoming severely

of the organisation. Individuals asked for a month’s salary

ill. Major decisions were being made by groups across

83&);%-:)(A;,-0)38,)676)59)78)(4%=O'987@!)*361)(

many countries, using Zoom and other similar channels of

1908-40)8)%17;-8,74)'-æ'6)74327-&-0-8-)7@3;):)6A;)

communication. Online teaching became the new mantra

worked cohesively with one common focus — safety of the

for virtually everything. Perhaps this will, tomorrow, reduce

138,)6%2(,)6&%&=;-8,)59%0-14368%2')&)-2++-:)2

the carbon footprint due to air travel, and ensure we still

to the safety of the health-care worker. In-patient care

78%='322)'8)(@%=)%',32)3*97A4378O  Oî Aæ2(

ì<'328-29)(A%2(8,)6);%7%+63;-2+6)59)78*360%8)

3967)0:)7136)'314%77-32%8)A0)777)0æ7,A6)%(=837,%6)

bookings from mothers whose obstetricians were unable to

with the less fortunate, while we build a new tomorrow for

support them. Smaller hospitals with COVID positive staff

our children and grandchildren.

had to shut down services.
India’s lockdown unearthed millions of migrant
workers – the invisible but vital workforce that lived under

May we never forget the invisible among us but strive
always to watch out and care for them in a concrete,
practical manner.

despicable conditions in our cities. Our domestic workers,

Yes, life can never be the same again. We have, indeed,

who helped keep our homes clean, and construction site

been given another chance to make the world a better place.
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